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. 1 Whenever physical faCili ties are :utilif,~d in the performance. 
I _. _of productive operjtions ~he question of wh,t relative location each ,.:.;,, • C"J'.• ";p,~ 
facility should occupy_ ~Ith ·r.es~ect to all other related facilities • J • 




. 1 The facilities~location probi"'em, has been most acute: i'·n a pro-
cess controlled "job shop"- layout. In this case .no si)1gle·, layout 
is optimum for all products to be manufa.cture·d •: The probtem is -
further complicated- when different· manu'f.act:uring policies, production 
#' planning and inventory cofitrol, are conside·red·.· 
•• 
Utilizing~CRAFT an optimum plant layout, with regard_tq :all 
' 
' I'-' 
. -~ :·· 
. ~ 
I products~manufactured can be realized. Iri addition, two ina,nufact:ur·f_n:g 
policies; related to production and inventory control, will: b:e- in-· 
• • 4 
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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
. , r 








1',aci .. lity planning has been practiced b.Y a man s'ince ·prehistoric . 
~ 
~ 
' t :times. ·rh;'.cont.inuouscse~.:rch fe>r ystrate~ic location for shedter, 
concern ·for craftsman-like cpnstruction, the 'in.si_stence on prope! 
orientation, and attent;ion to reasQnable maintenan~e -- all of t·hese 
\ .,.,,,4 
.. t:·.~ ~ 
· basic facility p·lanning p·roblems 
. ,re~- .. 
have b.e.~;n part of' man's. str.,.,uggle to 
control his enviro~~ 
c' 
''· •. "l/ . 
With the growth ok:,,ihdustrial 
' :• 
.. 
enterprise the objectives of 
~ facility planning have changed to the striving ·achievement of optimum .' , 
.. 
productive or economic ef!.iciency. '".Althoug:h this thesis will concen-




basic theme has equal application ,in such service activities as.offices, 
. c·a.fieterias, hospitals, ·-and . libraries. Tp.e principles of facility 
pianning should be independent of the particular syst.¢m· or process un...-. 
. 
der consideration. 
The term plant layout sha11· be used when referring to facility 
planning in ·an industrial envir&hment. Plant layout involves the 
' optimum arrangement of industrial facilities including personnel, 
.;, 
. operating equipmen·t, storage space, material handling equipment, and 
all other supporting. services, -along with the -design of the .. best struc-
' < 




Industrial eng~neers are frequently face_~ _w_!th t~e PrQQJ&m. of. 
-· . '-· - .... .. .. ·: -.---..-,r- ... -
~ 
,.; 
. h'.aving to design a plant la-yout .. -~ Several .autho:rs· 'cl, 15, 17,. 30) have 
,, developed techniqu·es and procedu.res . to ·assist in the desi'gn of an 
t 
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.. -3 ,· /. 
"'.': •. 
··•. -· 
• •-, •-•• • -•·• •,,.,,-,A . .,•••,••••••• •• 
. .., . .. -· ........ ... .. . 
- .... -·pna~·e·s•· in layo11lt. plan11ing: 
I. location - · detennination o:f the location of. the area to ~he 
l a ·d t .1 OU • 
-.. 2. General Overall Layciut establishment of the general 
arrangement of the a:/~;? to be lai-d. out. 
.\ 
3. · Detailed Layout Plan - location of each specific piece of· 




.~· ) ' t~. Installation - measuring the physical moves of the ·eq:Ui-t?nient:~, ~ ----.....,.__ ~··- .. 
This thesis will concentrate of phase two .. 
The facilities location problem within a production system has 
• 
been most acute when the nature of the products and demands dictate 
what is commonly ·termed process controlled "job sho.p" layout .. · In process 
• 
~ controlled layou_t, equipment of a common generic type is grouped to-
gether. Parts and products flowing through the system, .Figure (1), 
:l?roceed by routes dictated by the sequence of operations to· be per""". 
. 
:0-fonned. ·These.routes vary considerably for different parts and pro-
-:- ,_ . -· ·~ 
a 
.. 
ducts so that no one choice of relative location of departments is best \. 
for all parts. One choice of re~lative locations may be excell~nt for 
" . 
some parts· but poor for other;;.. Thus, it- is necessary to ·determine a 
'choice of locations which minimizes 1incremental costs which vary with 
' change$ in location pattens. 
·····- -. -- . ·_: .... - : .. ~..:. __ _:.:_ .. 
·· The Jlet~rminat1on of an --~ptimum relative location pattern is 





\ ' !Y 
. _lcontrol .Polici~s .are c·onsidered. These policies, to be referred to 
• 
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' .. J. '. 
operating. an·d inve)'[to:ry levels in existing facilities, to meet demand, A- . 
. ' ; . 
. ., 
for adjusting operating- levels and replenishing inventories,· and to 
. take accotmt of actuaf demand as it materializes. Since manufacturing 
( . . . 
. . . . .... IP-··. . .... 
·. policies have received rigorovs treatment in the• literature (7, 11, 24,, 
42) it suffices then to just mention the relationship i~ blars on plant .. ..J 
. .. '- . 
. l --
" .. . ,_,,. 
layout. · 
.. 
The Optimum relative locat:j.on pattern ip"a function of the 
~ 
interdepartmental flow matrix. The manufacturing policy determines 
' • - 1,. -
~· 
• the lot Sizes of each part produced and thus the frequency of trf,:is- . 
J).orts betweelt departments, as dictated by the routing sequence. This 
then determines the relationship between departments in the ·'form o-f 
an interdepartniental flow matrix. . Two manufacturing policies, ·described. 
. -o, 
0 
. in Chapter V, will be utilized in the investigation. 
_f/11 
In the followin&' chapters ~· criterion for plant layout and ·1;1,evei:al 
quantita"tivE! techniques for evaluating plant layout will be present.e<L 
_.;:; __ 
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II. INTRODUCTION TO Pl.ANT. IAYOUT 
Tu/the ahaly:sis of an overall layout several factors must be J 
examined. ""' Two ·b~sic factors on which every plant layout rests are 
:9 
the products to be. manufactured and the q.uanti ty required· of each pro-
... 
. duct. A subsequent factor the routing . (or process)· must be studied. 
';° I ~ 
' J. After the~e three factors are determi'ned a specific type o'f layout, of 
which ther.e~e three, must be selectea.· ·The three classical types of 
, 
,; layouts are : 
(1) Fixed position .This is a :1ayout where the material or 
" 
- - -- - -- • • -,•- -·- __.., - :--••-• - • -
- .•.-a:•~ 
-"=--··--.·--·----·--- ... -.,-- major component remains· rn· a -fixed, -p-lace ~ - AiI -too.is-, .. 
;·- .· .. · .. -""\ 
machinery' ·men' and other .. pieces. o.f material are brought to 
j.t. The complete job is done or the ·p.roduct is made with t.be·' 
. major component staiying in o,e- lo:cation . 
.. (2) Product layout ..,.. In this mode one· product o:r one type o·t 
product is produced in .one area. Un like layout by fixed . ~& . 
.,J -· ~-!l t 
position, the material move·s. This lay~laces 011_e opera~ 
tion immediately adjacent to the next~ This, layout is s_ole_ly \__ l .. 
I detennined by operational sequence. 
,...,.,· 
{3) Proqess Layout ~, Here all operat~ons of the same process are 
grouped in a generic fashion. The process· ~ayout is .. partic- ·~ 
. . .. f .Ill.· 
'\, 
·w,,~- ... ,.~ 
·'l--"' .. 










.. -· .. 
-ll . 
• ·,· qi 
-Muther (25) provides several lists as t.o .which· type of layout to 
. . . l · ... use,· and numerous ·facto·rs which tend to· influence plant· l~yout. Moore 
. . ·~ 
~ ' l·-4 
"\,:·•,-.- :.r~, • I • 
.\ 
-', , •.~ 
,,llf , (3Q). take~ this approach ,one step further and indicat~s the actual cqs"t 
incurred as a funt!tion of: produ~tion volwne: and type of layout selected~ ~- ,.· 
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_types of layouts on the basis of do~'t,~d~t"production volume. Breakeve·n ; 
. 
po.irits are identified on the basis of sales income versus-~cost to manu-
facture. Also) breakeven points .are indfcated where a change in type 
. . "· of layout is. economica 11.Y warranted w·i th respect to. production volume. ., . 
' In Figure (3) the relative advantages and when to use -factors ·are listed 
for product. and process ,1 ayouts. 
) 
The·ne~t phase considers the flow-of ·material which occurs as a 
result of the manufacturing cycle. Muther states that the flow-of~. 
'f'-... - . . 
m.aterial analysis is the heart of layout planning~· The' i:ntensfty .of - - - . - .. ' ·- . --.... ~- -
f:low is the magnitude of material movement. The magnitude o.f the mo.ve-
rnent over the various routings is the _pasic measure of relat-i.ve im~ . 
portance of eacn rqute and therefore "Of relative closeness of ·operations 
or departments to each other. A typic~l interdepartmenta~ flow matrix 
is depicted in Figure (7). 
The values within the flo·w matrix represent the number ·of loads 
which must be tran$ported between departments (row and column ind.ices). ·i:, ~ 
. e 
The number of loads are expressed in common units, i.e., pounds, gallons, 
.. 
tote-boxes, etc·., per unit of time. 
:, It is a·ssumed that the system under study is in a, deterministic· I -
mode. When necessary stochastic properties of the data can be in-
... 
corporated. Sensitivity 8:.nalysis techniques are available to observe 























: ;~ ~\!f "?';~~,..t-' > . . .... 
i~'_c·' ,, i:::~ 
by. assumi;ng a· system is determin·istic empha-sis· c~n·JJe·' conceittrated ·On 
' -the techni,que and basic _application of a· specific model .. .. 
.. 
' . 
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must-be above these points 
. . 
to·realize a profit· 
t o mfg.-•pr cost 
oc1uct layout 
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0 Production Volume (Pieces/Month). 10,000 
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.. : .,. , .. - .. :- . 
Figure (2)* 
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Breakeven-point- Analysis for Various 
-··· . -Types· of 'Layouts_ f.or a Given Product 
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Flgur·e (3.)* · . -PRODUCT VS. PROCESS LAYOUT 







•l. .. "; 
1. Lower total· materid"s han~ling 
cost. 
1. Less duplication·of equipment,hence 
lower total inv~stment in equipment. 
.2. Greater .fleX'ibility of production. 2: Lower total production time. 3. Less work-in-process. it 3 ·• Better ii'nd more efficient supervision 
possible tµrough specializatione 
. 
. 
, .. 4. Greater incentive for groups.of 
workers -1'<> raise level of per-
for~ance (and greater poss~bility· 
for group incentive pay plans with 
:broader coverage). 
~ 5. Less floor area required per 
unit of production. . . 
6. Greater simplicity of produc-
tion control--fewer controls and 
"records needed,lower accounting 
cost. 
'- . 
.When to Use Product and 
T .!:11nn11+ · 
--J -- .., 
1. One or few standard products • 
. , 
\ 2. Large volume of production of 
each item over a considerable 
- Q 
• 
period of time. 
3. Possibility of time and mo.tion 
studies to determine rate of work. 
4. Possibility of good labor arid 
equipment balance (each machine 
or ,work station producing equiva-
lent number of units. per hour). 
5. Minimum of inspection required 
· during sequence of operations. ··~: 
6. Minimum of very heavy .. equipment 
or equipment requiring special 
facilities (isolation from general 
production areas, etc,). 
7. Materials _and products permit 
bulk or continuous h_andling by 
mechanical means. 
4 •. Greater incentive· for individ1ual 
' 
. ' l workers to raise.~ level of performance (and greater possibility for individ-
ual incentive pay plans). 
.. 
5. Better· control of.complicated or 
p~ecistob processes,especially·where 
much inspe6tion is requiredo 
6. Easier -to handle breakdowns of ,. 
equipment by transferring work to 
another machine or- station. 
,..._ S,<' 
P~ocess-Layouts 
Process. Layout · 
1. Many types or styles of products, 
or emphasis on special orders. 
f 
2. Relatively low volume of production 
on individual items (though total 
production may be high). 
3. Adequate time and motion studies 
difficult or impossible to make~~ 
4. Difficult to achieve good labor 
and equipment balance. 
5. Many inspections required during 
a sequenpe of operations. 
6.-High proportion of very heavy 








7 ~ Materiala or products, too large or 
too heavy to permit bulk .. or continuous 
handling by mechanical means (in ex-
treme cases, process may have to be 
.brought to ·work, ins tea~,. <Jf_ vice ye:r.§.~1 '--·,··--·-------;'., .... -1 






. '',,., ._ .. '_,,.,~~ . .:..·· f ._ ..;,.· · . ..;. .. ·, 
. . 
same ma-chine or work station· for machine. or work station f·or two or 
. · more than one. operation (minimum more dif,!erent .. operati:ons . i ; number of setups _required).. 
· ) ' .: .. · ......... ,.' ,., 
1
'*'- Moore, J.M., Plant -Layout and.Des'ig:Q., New York: l>l, 
. 1962, p. 107. 
, <\... ' 
~-
.'• 
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.. , O~_ce a specific type of layout has been determined, ·and the 
interdepartmental flow relationship established, some measure of 
effectiveness or evaluation criterion ,ust be employed so that an 
optimum layout ·can be designed. . 
,l 
. Bartolacci (4) lists ff series of 50 factors which·may be employed 
........ 
.. by a company advantageously t~ evaluate plant layou·t. \ ,, (/ Typical factors 
are ratios of aisle a~ea/total ·areal) office area/production .area, 
0 number of 90 turns made/distance m·oved by product 1 and number of 
operat.ors(number of machines· .. ''Moore {6 ) cla-ims ·that ·the arrange-
~ 
ment of plant facilities is so closely allied with material handling 
t-hat a cri teri·on of minimum material handling cost 4-should be used as 
-~ measure of effectiveness. Anderson and Reis (1) state that consi-
d·eration of volume of product and distances are re.rely adequate for 
satisfactory layout design .. They point out that "relative importance-
. " factors must be considered .. Some importance factors are: ' I \..., ,f ' 
(1) Priority of one product over others. 
(2) Hazardous moves which should be as short .:. 
"" 
., 
(3). Undesirability of conj est ion, cross-flow, 
(4) Unusually valuable or fr.agile materials. 
as possible. 
or counterflow. 
Several authors (3, 15, 17, 18,. 22) have employed th~ _cril.e.rion .. ,-,ow~ .. '•··-•-~,, .• '-• -· ... '• . . - --
__ •. .;?' stated by Moore and some. have incorporated the relative i.mportance 
factors indicated by Anderson and Reis. 
-- - ~- -
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"'· Al though Moore st.)ltes that material handling cost. ~s · a valid ·-;• ;~ .. ·. 
.... ~riterion tor e~aluating plant layout-his objective function -is in • 
. .',, 
"If." . 
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I 
·term,o·f total material distaBce :moved. Moore, and others, have. 
"-..--~'-..... . 
. ' 
assumed that material. handling cost's are dt'rectly related to matertal 
/ distance moved. This ts a vat·1.d asslJJllption and in agreement with 
~· --,:·. . . •· . ti • 




that the average walking rate is three miles per·hour. Given the hourly 
.... ·~ 
• 
~ .. .:---- ..... - t •• - _.., -
.. .~ 




wage r~te of an operator the cost to walk a iiven distance is readily 
available. Thus the objective function which originally was developed 
' . 




The crit.erion, to be employed in t·his the$i.:S,- for evaluating plant 
.. 
layout can be expressed mathematically qy._: ., 
N N . ·, 
,. -
:Total Cost = E ~ uij vij dij II - 1 
,I i=l j=l 
· ..... 
· ·wht~re: 
N .. = the number o·f facilities or departments to be= assigned 
a- physical location within a plant layout . 
\T • • 
. · 1J 
- the number of loads which are transported from 9epartment 
~i to department j.· 
- the cost to transport. a unit lo·ad a unit distance from 
department i to department j. 
dij = the number of unit distances between departments i · and j ... 
. ' ' 
-
'~~";":c4,~·-.· ___ .. :,;,~~-~~~S_C?t. ~.ij .... a.!e. _q};)tain~_d f.:rom. the interdepar_tmental ... f.low matrix; f 
~ ·; . ~ 
.\ 
·T.he cost figures, vij, are obtained from a cost matrix, simi.lilr to the 
' 
flow matrix. The di stances between departmen~ s __ ~re_~-!:-~-!:~-~~e~_Jn _ t~:rins __ .. . .. -- . ,",·--.· 
. ---·-· ·- .1,,-"""':--- :··-·- -- -
_:_. -· =-~------- --- -
- ' 
.. ... ·-- ·. ·- ... · .... ·~, - ~. 
-· - - -----· ··----,--·-·---···-~- ,- - . - .. - '~-··· ·" 
_,·.-- . .,:"!' 
of t~e rectangular center to c-enter distances. That is., each depart~ • 




ment or area i's considered as· being represented by a single- point. I' 
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I 
reality, the utilization of any model with the fentroid a~sump~ion 
. ,. . 
yields,-._resul ts which· are necessarily inferior~ . However, it has been 
shown that :r~cta:Qgles and squar~s ~re_ ,.the generally accepted departmental 
~ ·, ~ 
· shape for layouts.· Therefore the centroid assump~-can be used in 
~ ·' \~ . plant layout with acceptaBle r_esults< ,.. 
An optimum layout can now be defined in· tenns of the objective 
,... function, I I ·l. The optimum. layout_. is that. layout which minimizes 
the objective function. • 
All possible arrangements must- now be considered and the ob-
jec-tlve is to determine a choice of locatibns whi¢h minimizes incre-
" 
4' . 
mental costs which vary with changes in location patterns. Although this 
:p.roc~dure -appears to be a meager ·task one need only to consider the 
·enormous number of relative location pattern. T.he :inherent difficulty -
. 
' 
of the relativ,e location problem is_: the large nwnber of possible com-
binations of center, locations. For 12 departments there ar~ 12!_/4 
(or 119,750,500) nonredundant location patterns. It is obvious that 
·· evaluation of all pa~terns is impractical. 
,, l. .• ,J Prior to investigating the relationship .between manufacturing 
policy and plant layout ln a job shop, some technique or model must be 
employed in evaluating plant layout subject to the object.ive function, 
II-1. 
-~ ~ . " 
. ·- . . . - ... . . 
- . . . --- -- . .. '.t""'"· . ______ .S.ever~l- -ma-t-hemat iea1 mode-1 s , ---proposed for . ~~:~-~ ~i~ i~.~ ~~= . ~~-!--~~-~.---~=~~-,;~_ -~~ c. _· ~ ,<,"a-,.·,,,•:•. ·• ;~··' ,.' ~ ....... -.- _· ..... :. .. ---.,- __ .~;··· . __ -.· ... · .-·"--:--:--·-<----::-·.· 




relative ·location· of departments; 'Will be described in Chapter III . 
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As st•ted in the introduction, p~ant layout is dated back to the 
industrial-revolution. In the past, evaluation techniques for plant 
.·· 
~-.... 
l~yout have shifted from qualitative.to increasingly quantitative 
methods. Since the geneology of plant layout lies outside the scope df 
.. this thesis,_ and in view of the amQunt of liter,ture which is read,ily _ 
available,. this· portion of plant layout will not be covered.· For the 
: ~l 
,. ·" f * I • interested reader th~ referenees, page 57, are intended to provide a. 
concise and· thorough coverage of the general ··-as-pects of · plant layout •. 
There have been several proposed techniques for evaluatirig plant 
layq.ut which are---basic to the theme of this thesis .. and their r~spective 
obj.ective function generally conform to the one· _stated, _II-1. 'i:'nese · 
techniques-will therefore be mentioned. 
Moore (29) has proposed a mathe~~ticat-mode~·for'the optimum 
location of r departme·nts, given that the location of p departments are 
- determined (N = p + r ) • Due to building configuration, floor load 
!Jf. 
capacity, ventilation systems, etc. several departments must· be ·1ocated 
in a specific area regardless of the interdepart,mental flow relation-
















.. , .. , . 
therefore necessary td develop an effective matrix. The Hungarian 
• J •• -.· 
. 
---c~:~,, .. · .. -~·~·-.; .. 'Method ... (20) C:an~-then· ·b.e app·Med •. · --~-~--~~-... - .... · .. , .... • - ,- ;--· 'r.,.:.·;..' i· •.• 





. ·-- -: . 
-~-).. '"'' ...... " 
. . . 
~------ ... '"' 
- t.otal number of departments to be located '. 
:, 
' . .. , . i 
··-- , ... ,k1-" ,,-•. r·-{, r .... __ ... ·:·-::.·::y,:·:::rr:?G?!~~-,;--;.:.:f( .. f.~_-_·._·_.~., 
. -·-_:.·.~·-·, ., ... ,• 
·:·.· 
=r=~I_I 1:-1 II n n 
·-
)I. 
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p = number of departments whichj- are fixed 
·r = n·umber of departments to be located ( r = N - p ) 
m = the number of ava'i.lable .assignments. 
. . ) ,, A = t'he distance matrix-, ·· where- distances can inc·lude cost 





., • B '~ the traffic matrix, where tra.ffiC ·.~ be expr~s~ed in terms 
of ·--volume,· weight, etc. per unit of-..time 
~ 





C = the effectiveness matrix ( ·c = AB) 
Assume first that r - m, then 
all a12····a1pp bll b12····b1r 
a21 a22···· •;.a 2p b21 b22·· • .b2r 
'" 
• • e: • • • • • • • • • • • • 
.. ~,· 
~ 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
,}' 












• • • • • • 
-
C 




= the distance ·from candidate area i to fixed department j a .. l.J 
b .. J1 
-· - ':: '... ' -
= the traffic volume between the f i,red department j and the 
department i to be added 
' C •• = the effectiveness of each candidate area and department to 
be added -l.J 
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- • ;:- ~·!-;f ;.• :·._- __ ·-_ ...; ....... _ ·C:"-::-r--'.': . ='.,;·,:::-· -,'.· .. ~ - ·....__:..-,-.--;:-;,-,--.·:·.~ .--,.--:-- ..... -.~-::'...-- ':--:-··••-.......-~,;r-;---c-c.,.~·--
. . ~ 
. ' 
. a.· every coluµm anc;l .every row will be used once (independence) 
b. the sum-of tlie r ·values (measure of effectiveness) -is minimum . 
. ·. 
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. According to ,t.he Hungar·ian Method the steps to be followed are: 
:I> 1. Substract the minimum of each row from ·all elements of the row 
of matrix C and then subtract th.e. minimum element of ·each 




2. Determine the optimum assignment using those resulting zeros 
·{hich· provide the required independence. If a feasible 
. ,. 
. '" ,• ...•. , 
. . 
.... 
,• solution is not obtained go to -step 3. 
>4•' · ... ,.; ' 
3. Cover all zeros with a minimµm number of horizontal or vertical 
lines. Find the smallest element from· all elements lying at 
the intersection of two lines. This reveals the second reduced ... 
matrix·. 
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until a complete feasible solution is 
obtained. 
This minimizing technique is acceptable only if· the effectiveness 
matrix is- square and does not take care of limitations·which could not 
allow the realization of tlie optimum solution. Such limitat~ons, for 
example, would· arise when a candidate location does not· fulfill spacf::, 
labor, supervisory,· fact'ory .·services o·r material handling requirements 
. 
for one or"more of the new departments to be added. 
This limitation can be overcom ~ pratice by assigning an d~ . 
. 
. . _ _ !t:·/' ,· . " _ .. .· __ _ . ,. ; . _ . . , · .,c9,. · • . .. · ; .;;. --, !. ,- ·. ·· ,. • • .· · .-cc_~ .. -r..-~-~···"-cc,~~--~-~:--c---·-:~nfi·nite value, tlf' ~-··to· any' non~avai<,:if~'l]ie combination 0~ dep~~tme.nts~.j 
. 
' ,, 
........... , ... ,. 









. As for th ..e requirements that the e~~-~~!-~ .. v-~~-~~E?, .. ~trix __ h_e __ sq.uar.e-,--· ,-.---~.1+,.-~---:-~=---------i . ~----- --- -- --- -- ----~--::--- ~ 
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16 ( _,,,. .. 
,-" Illustrative Problem 
-
. Three departments, A, ~' and C, have to be added to an existing 
layout containing four fixed departments· and· offering four candidate 
areas, V, X, Y,. and Z, with a constraint that department B is too 
' 
large· for , area X. · 
Material· will follow rectangular movem·ent and no weighting factors 
are required. Figure (4) is a spatial representation of the floor 
1! 
~lan. Departments and candidate areas- ar~ identified by their centroid 
coordinates. 
0 Candidate Areas 
:'II!.• 
.y -.. 
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,-.-~c..c.=_--•-, ·--·-- "' - ~- '-0:: -, •• ---.r--·--,:::-a .. ----- - ------ -· -- - ____ , - - M':::::-- --·."::.- .. ·-·:-··· __ - __ --=---·---· .. - ~. -
,\ 
Figures (5) and (6) give data for distance matrix A. and traffic 
-matrix B, respectively. · .. ,,;. 
.-
. -  .. 
'"· ,.,•··,-. --




































2 -- 3 4 
4 4 · 8 
2 4 6 
3 3 7 
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Calculation of the effectiveness- matrix: -
2 4 4 8 15 0 8 
2 2 4 6 8 7 5 .. 
AB - • -- .. ~ -... 
-
.1 3 3 7 4 10 6 
'6 4 2 . -·2 0 12 0 
• 
.'/ 
. . ~: 
,··,.· 
,I 
\ --~ .. 
. 
.. _, Fixed 
·- \ 
,I. ' Departments 
I 1- 2 ·3 4 
A 15 8 4 0 
B o·. ·1 10 




' {1 ,· c -r- rlY· 






58 164 60 
62 126 50 
- c. 
-
51 135 41 
130 72 80 
·, 













zation of matrix C, .whi.ch gives the op~imum solution of the problem. 
u 
X 
r A , 
58 
62 
B C A B 
58· 164 

















""'=--,c=.-•· .. ---- •_:_··.-··--·.,,.·.:.,:-_.,_ ...... ---~· _·_:-; _____ :;-,,,_~-~---_. !.~-.-.:.-,. _,._,._,_.·--,-=---·-=":."· .. - ., 
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51 135 41 
130 - 72 
(I) Derived (II) Squared 
0 














80 · · ._Q 
(III) Exclusion of·· 
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· .... ~ . l''"f .:... -•. 
<: ::: 
A B C Dummy 
0 85 12 0 




0· 63 0~ 7· 
. 
I 




• From the last matrix, dep~rtments A,- B, and Care located in 
(·~"., 
9;,,o• areas~, Z, and ~-respectively. -The measure of effectiveness is: 
·I/· 
There are·, ,howeve~, several disadv~ii.tages with the ~ication 
of ·~ore's· model. 
" ,r-=~• ,' . I 











_partments wit~ a fixed l6q~t~on/;:.t-h1is_~·imposing a restriction on t.he · ·1 
I 
system. Another limitation is that ·there: must be independence among 
' the r departments tq be added. Moor.e. points "'out that it is poss i'ble 
~ ' 
to.eliminate·the latter li~i~ation by setting the probiem up in the 




( . ~ . In o~der t·~'""'"utilize this approach in 4 aactual situation, further 
•• rj ~•· 
fl'·\- .. 
research is necessary. 
. ' ~-
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Francis· ~16), extends ,Moore's model by allowing for interde-
partmental flow between the _r departments which are to be located. 
Francis cannot utilize the Hungarian Method to obtairi an optim~m 
..,_,. 
· solution. His 'objective function, similar to Equation II-1, is: 
rim 
+ L L 8 hi 
b=l i=l 
r-1 r J 
+ L · L 0rg IXr- - xgj · + IYt - v g_ I f=l g=f+l ·, 
p, 
.. '.•" .. 
·-- where: 
· , aj -= .coordinates of the f ixeq. :Qepa.rt:m.en-ts in ascendirrg ·otci_er 
along the X - axis-. 
bi = coordinates of the fixed departments in ascending or.de .. r: 
along the Y - axis. 
Ahj - represents the material excha.nge between departments li and 
s 
· 
8 hi - represe11ts.the material ex·¢hange . b_etween departments h and 
r 
-




number of department's which have been located 
. 
along • Ii - number of· coordinate points the X - axis -
.m - number of coordinate points· a.long the Y - axis' 
' • ' • -~,· • •• J, - ·~: ~ .... ~ 
.. ,.. --:-Dfg·:;;· rep.resen~.,ithe.,.ex.change between~new departments f and g._. 
As i_ndicated, every f ix~d departm€3n't is assigned co·ordi-nates 





.... :·: ""!'' 
···" _, .. ,.-... -·"- ·. ~-,.cx1·; y·iy. · -When ... -two 'or· ·more ·department-s '~ave .th~ --s-ame-- x .. a:nct/.or ·:v:~,t-·--·- .. _. -- .-· ---- -- .-.--.... ·;---.. " ·~ 
values .~he~ orily one of ~he values is appliec(.and g~iven an a~ .or b. 
''1 J 1 
_,.,;, 
·\I:'·., 
value-. Thu_s n, m,. ~nd __ p are only equal when all· the· ~.i valu~ and Yi 
values are differ~nt. . ................ :. 
"'· 
.t ... 
'\ . ?,··.;, :,_ 
., -; 
\" 
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I 
The problem is to 'find values of Xh. and Yh fc;>r _ h _ = 1, ~,. • •• , r 
V 
which minimizes the objective function F. In his ····earlier Jou~nal 
. ' 
article <is) Francis proved that the objective·-function, F, does 
. - \, . - ~ 
have a minimum value. However, when incorporating interdepartmental 
flow between the r departments the minimization of the obj eGti.ve 
function cannot be solved directly. The author is therefore forced 
into making the f.ollowing restriction, for."""any h, all Ah. take on 
J 
.the same value, which is /denoted by Ah; all Bhi take on the same 
/ 
, I • • 
valuei which is. denotea by· Bb. The author then proce.ed_s to an optimum 
t... 
solution subject to the restrictions. 
Here again the imposed rest~ipttort tends to 1ilit the application 
of this model to a specific type of layout problem. Although useftll 
in_ some instances it is not appropr~ for determining a optimum. 
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• I Hillier (17) developed a heuristic model in order to determine 
.the optimum--.rtla.t-i-ve--i:o-c,~tion of N depart~ents. Hillier's heuristic 
layout. technique utilizes depar.tments of equal ·size. This s~mplifi- -· 
I •. 
·catipn allows attention to be focused on the heuristic rather than on. 
\ 
__ other ,,.complicating· factors. 
·.-- ·Hillier uses as an example 12 square departments in a 3 by 4 
rectangular pattern, Figure• (10). ·. An· interdepartment·al symmetrical 
f-low matrix indicating the relationship between departments is shown ,. 
in Fig1-:1re (7) ..... -~mprovements are generated by shifting any d,~.P~,rtment 
, 
one 4nit space tq theleft, right, up, or down. 
::-. .... 
The objective functJon. can be mathematically expressed as: 





. - ·2 L -L L· L C rxl' yl: "2 ' Y2] 
Y=l r .. , .. -.. -X=l Y=l X=l ' ,..,..; -:-::..~: 
where (X1 , Y1) and (X2 , Y2 ) are the coordinates of the ith and jth 
departments, respectively. C (X1 , Y1 : "'2, Y2 ) therefore ·represents- the 
quantity in the itn row, jth column of the flow matrix •. Here again, 
any linear cost. dj,.fferential is .. Q-OQGlln-ted- -f~OF··· in the tradi t-i,on~i --w~y ·: , __ , __ 
by adjusting the flow matrix. 
, I 
-~ 




' ·'-·. . ....... · .. : .... - -
A s.eries of move d.e .. :,,irabil fty tables, -- Figur..e (8)~.l-. a:r~ __ g~J}!;trat~_g , _ _tg ____ ~_,~-- ,~~--~- .. ___ ,. -)<. •• -·-·• ' ., •- ·r. '" - •_ ' •• ,., .. -. -•• ~ .. , .- • ~ ·-· 
. . 
indicate the potential savings resulting from moving departments in " 
,the four directions. The mo.ve yielding the g!eatest re-duction (the 
· most positive) is then investigated •. In the first i teratiQn dep~art-- · 
/ ( 
ment 8 if moved to the left yields a savi~gs_ of_j:3..1. 0-nce: the depart-
~ -· 
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_Figure ( 8 ) * 
· · MOVE DESIRABILITY TABLES . 
·Values indicate the net saving in the objective function if th~ 





ITERATION 1 " ITERATION 2 ITERATION 3 
. ~pt. ·Left Right Up' Down Left. Right . Up Down Left Right Up Down WWW 
1 -11 + 5 + 7 --- -11' + 5 + 7 --- -15 + 5 +· 7 ---2 + ·5. ·- 9 + 3 --- + 5 ' - 5 + 3 --- + 5" - 5 + 3 ---3 --- . +21 . +11 
--- --- +21 +11 --- ---~-· +11 +11 
---4 --- +29 --- +23 · --- +29 --- +23 · -29 +11 --- . +23 5 +15 --- +19 --- +15 --- +19 --- +15 --- +19 ---.. 6- +26 6 6 +26 6 6 +28 6 6 
I 
--- - - --- - - --- - -7 ' 2 8 8 -28 +28· 8 -28 +28 8 -28 - - - --- - --- -8 -+37 
--- -- 7 -15. + 7 -17 - 7 -15 + 7. -17 - 7 -15 9 -25 + 1 --- +17. -25. + 1 --- +17 --- +25 --- +17 10 +15 --- . --- +15 +11 ----- --- +15 +11 --- --- +15 11 +10 -16 --- - 2 +10 -20 --- - 2 +10 -20 --- - 2 1 
1 12 -10 -·12 +10 -16 -10 -12 +10 -16 , 0 -12. +10 -16 
I 
..• 
. i •• 
















Dept. Left Right Up Down 
1 -13 + 5 + 7 ---~ 
2 + 5 - 5 + 3 ---,-:, 
~ 3 --- + 7 +11 ---
4 -23 +11 --- +23 
.•· 
5 +15 --- +19 ---
,: 6 · -28 +24 - 6 - 6 
,,7 +28 --- - 8 -28 
8 + 7 -17 - 7 -15 
9 --- + 7 --- +17 
: . .._.;. 
·10 --' +11 - . - ~- -· +·15 _., ... ' --- ---
11 .·· +10 · 
-20 
--- - 2 
12 --- 0 +10 -16 
• ~-~~,- ·,f--------,.'--- - --------.,-.r~.-'"'···~,_.~ -~-:. -'i-~·:· ,.:... .. "'. ... f"'. ~---.;--:-;;~-~--.1. r..;: "'"'\_·~· ... ; ... -~--··-~·-"':·-;- - ,.,. ,.,_,,.,.,~~ ~- ·-:-- .... ···--J--.c . .,.- , 
~.,_ .. ·- .• . ~ -- - ,, 
* Hillier, supra 
. -· -·- '. -:~~: '!"- f. •• ·: '• ~- i • ':' •• ··- : 
ITERATION 5 
Left Right Up Down 
-13 - 7 + 7 ---
+.l 
- 5:· + 3 ---
---
+···7 +11 ---
-23 - 5 --- +23 
+15 --- +19 ---
-22 +10 - 6 - 6 
-28 --- ... 
- 8 -28 
-27 - 5 - 7 -15 
--- + 7 --- +17 
+11 --- . --- +15 
+10 -20 --- - 2 
--- 0 +10 -16 
ITERATION 6 
Left Right Up Down 
-13 - 7 + 7 ---
+ 1 - 5 + 3 ---
--- + 7- +11 ---
-23 - 5 --- +23 
- 5 --- +19 ---
0 --- - 6 - 6 
+. 8 -18 - 8 -28 
-27 - 5 - 7 -15 
-1-·- + 7, 
--- ~l7 







--- - 2 
+10 -16 
,, .. J •.. ·-. ···- .. .,_ .. -"· ... ,",: ' ,, -.. -· .. - .. . -·- .~ ,. ,, ,1'.~, _.·"·--'· -·-·-- •' 
... · 
·,i.··. 
\ ' 1· 
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Left Right Up 
'""'.13 + 1 + 7 
+ 5 - 5 + 3 
........ + 7 +11 
+ 9 -19' -19 
- 5 --- +19 
0 --- 0 
-16 - 4 ---
-27 - 5 - 7 
--- + 7 ---- . ,., 
+ 5 ·--- ---
+ 8 -18 ---
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Down Left Right Up Down 
--- -13 + 1 + 7 ---
--- + 5 - 5 + 3 ----0-... ..... --- + 7 +11 
-15 + 9· -19 -15 -15 
--- - 5 --- +19 ---
- .6 0 --- --- +10 
+12 -16' 4 + 6 - ---
,. 
-2~-
-15 - 5 - 5 .-15 
+ 7 --- + 7 --- + 5 
+11 + 5 --- - 1 + 1 
+ 2 + 8 -18 --- ·+ 4 
-10 --- 0 + 6 -16-
\, 
........ •::-, . ...~---~--. -
-· .. ·. 
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ment is shifted, a second department must ·be moved into the vacant-· __ 
po~ition·. The department to be shifted into 11 t·be vacant· p9Sition is to. 
. 
... ' \')' . 
. 
•'. . . 
' 
have the smallest negat_ive val~.-· For the first iteration department •• • 
\ 7 is shifted to the right indicating ·a los.s of 8. T~he effect on the 
obj-ectiv.e,furtction is not a decrease of 37 nor 29 (37-8=29) but, rather 
a reduction of on~~ 9. In calculating the effect on Sit is necessary 
to consider the material.flow relationship of 10 loads between depart-
ments 8 and 7. Thus (+37-10) +. (-·8-10) = +9. After an exchange is 
~ 
made the procedure is repeated until there is no further reduction in 
the objective function. For the. example considered the reduction in 
the objective function per iteration is listed in Figure (9). 
Figure (10) shows the .ini,;~_ial and .final relative departmental 
configuration. 
I 
The above investigation only considers exchanges of a pair of 
work centers which are adjacent to each otber. Calculation§ of depart~ 
ment. exchanges on a two step, three step, . et·c. should be made if 
warranted. The analysis now becomes a formidable task. The procedure 




., - --··- -•~ ~- .,. ~ .. ---· ~··" " 
rt Unfortunately, this d(?eS not guarantee an oRtimal solution simply because the procedure is not able to identity all possible improvements;. it only identifies all those improvements by ex-changi:11g ap.y p·air of work -center_s. ·Thus, . those improvements 
-possible by the simultaneous exchanging of more than one pair ot work centers even though any individual exchange.would increase S are not indicated.'' ( 17) 
ti, 
As e~pected. t~is t~chnique being heuristic is therefore defini-
' ,·-' ... '' 
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Figure (9) Summary· of 
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layout enginee~ with a subservient method for determining an optimum 
or near optimum le.yout. 
-~ Attempts hav:e been made, then, in the direction of solving the 






. · . 
., 
the solution or perhaps towards a guidelin~ for the solution but not 
• d 
quite reach'ing an optimum~point. . . 
' ,._,,, ., 
It is evident that a new and superior met_hodology for determinimg 
relative locati_on patterns of N departments is required·. Such a I' ci f . ~ • 
. metll,9dology, the author believes, was developed by Armpur- (2) • -Armour's 
_ model., -which. is · commercially known as CRAFT ( Computerized Relative-
Allocation of Facilities Technique)_ provides greater f}exibility a~d 
allows wider latitude in the area configuration and material flow with-
·I 
in an .oper.ating organization. The balance of this thesis will concen-
. " trate on-the model CRAFT and the results of CRAFT when applied to an 
actual'job shop layout, subject to two manufacturing policies . .i, 
. -,;:, '-• ..... ; 
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-tv·. coMPUTERizEn ·RELATIVE ALLOCAtroN QF ~-Ab1L1T1Es TECHNIQUE-CRAFT ' 
' I 
.,, 
. Armour. recognized the need for a new and sup·erior methodology for 
-de.termirti:ng an optimum location p~attern for physical facflities. The 
\ 
, comQinatorial nature and ·allqwab~e changes·,' iri""··ar-ea configuration re~' ~-
i • • 
. 
. strict the solut,ion ·approach to, :that of a h~euristic algorithm. 
··'I...·" 






a f~asible approach foT ~valuati1'g piant layout. J' . , .... ' 
,\ 
The m.ethodology was presented as a .journal article (3) "by the-
common process of repr_inting v~rbatim from the author's dissertation. 
The journal art_i_:cle wlll be: re~:ferred to-below for it is more widely 
·~\ ~-.. - ' . 
·,.i available and conta~ns all th:e n,~c.essary information.· 
Let: 
N - the number of departments 
u .. l.J 
- the number of unit loads movi_ng between departm~n.ts: i and j ~ 
- the cost to mqve a .unit load: a unit distance be-t.w·.¢·en departments i and j 
dij - the center to center distance betwe~ri departments i and j 
All vij and uijelements of V and U matrices, respectively, are non-
vary.ing wi~h .changes in- locati-01is·. The· matric'E?s· c~n tlierefore be com-
bined to form a new matrix Y = UxV, where Yij= uij vij' the cost to 
.; move the total product ~ lo~ :i:>et~e~n- depar.t-ments .. i. and- j,. a -un-it-----distance~ -· . ~ . . -. . 
-- --· ---·-· --- • ~ - ·-- - ·-·-·-··· ... - . 
,r between i and j. The remaining variable ~~··the objective function is 
the distance between departments.~ .. Tbe ·distance is comput.ed on a center 
-. to center basis •. The distance changes as the relative location changes,, 
and in additioh may change· as .. the depart~ental area:· configu.ration 
~ 
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changelJ·. The distanc~ ·betvi.een departmental. centers may also be ex-.:. 
f pressed in matrix form with row and column headings co~respo~ding to· 
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The variable~ y .. and d .. re.present the relationship between depart-l.J 1J 
ments i and j, thus dij= O, yij= O where i ~ j. Also, y .. = y.. and 1J J1 
qij= dji. That is, Y and D are symmetric ·matrices. 
/ 
.. , 
The cost of any particular relative location .. patt~rn or layout 
·----
Total Cost 
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The three basic i'nputs, V, U, and D are necessary for th·e heuristic· 
• I I , 
algorithm,· which has been programmed for the IBM 7094 computer. The 
' ,. 
... .-.. ·~· , . ., ...... ,,-~ ... -- ........... --- ----, .;1·t-·; .~·. -
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inputs V and U are read into the computer in matrix f:ormat. A sub-
routine th.en calculates the Y matrix. A spatial repr_~sentat,,~on of the. 
~,·. 
,. 
· layout, in block form, is read iritD the computer. Here again, a sub-, 
~ I 
.r, 
routine utilizing the block diagram computes the D matrix. 
~ ~ 
-The following is a description of the· program. Figure (11) is. a 
. I'., 
· flow diagram of the computer program. The terminology is def~ined in 
.._ .. ·~1.~ ~-.... 




as a function of the number of iterations. .. 
,.. 
The Heuristic Algorithm 
/ 
1. Compute a matrix, D, of distances between computed department 
.... _ l •. 
centers for the first feasible initial location pattern. 
2. Compute the Y matrix. 
3. Evaluate the chariges in T, fl T, which would occur if each 
... 
. depart~ent was exchanged with all other departments in location. Find· 
.,,,, 
the largest favorable ~T. This requires ,n2 - n) /2 evaluations. 
However, in eva~uating the exchange in any· two departments with each 
other it is only necessary·to consider vectors headed by the two depart:-
ments being evaluated for possible exchange. ·To illustrate this, 
consider an exchange evaluation tnvolving departments, say, E and F . 
Pre-exchange partial transportation costs contributed by E and F 
are:~ 
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YES ( INPAR, COST}. 
trrPUT NEW SPATIAL ARRAY, 
OTAL COST, ESTo COST REDUCTION, 
ITERATION NUMBER,, ~D IDENTIFY ----
EXCHANGE MADE (OUTISP) 
MAKE THE EXCHANGE 
(EXCH, MESSR,MESSQ, 
PICKUP, PERIM, 
VALIC'J AJA, CENTER, 
CDIST) " 
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33 
INI-SP. 
___ . .,.., 
- This subroutine reads in the initiat. areas and 
rations of each sub unit and the parent unit • 
the number of departments and·performs several 
spatial confi_gu- ·. 
It also reads in 
checks on cor~ . 
VALID 
AJA 
... ~ ~ . ·, . 
rectness of this initial data. 
- This subroutine tests the validity of th~ configuration of each department for the initial and all modified spatial locations_~· 
- This subroutine determines which departments may or may not be 
moved in exchange. 
INPAR - This subroutine rea·ds in volunie of product 'flow between all de-partments, unit cost per unit dista_nce for that flow, and 
multiplies the.matrices together to produce COVOLo CENTER - The subroutine determines the center of each sub unit or 
department. 
"' CDIST - This subroutine computes a matrix of distances ·"'between all 
centers found by CENTER. 
ANAN - This subroutine evaluates the cost·advantage,to be gained in 
exchanging each department in location with all other exchange 
eligible departments. It then commands that.exchange to be made 
which produces the greatest cost advantage. .. The rest · of the 
computer program is essentially ~ slave to the ANAN subroutine. FUNCTION CX>ST - This subroutine is used by the ANAN subroutine to 
calculate departmental and total costs of alternative locations. EXCH - This subroutine exchanges equal size departments in location. It sets up unequal size departments for location exchange in a 
temporary matrix. It calls MESSR and/or MESSQ to exchange un-
equal size departments. It compares the exchanges made by MESSR and MESSQ and selects the best one. PICKUP is called 
to.put departments back into the permanent matrix •. MESS.R - This subroutine exchanges departments of unequal size in 
. ' loc-ation. It calls PERIM and PICKUP. 
MESSQ - This subroutine has the same purpose as MESSR;· but it 
accomplishes exchanges differently. , 
'PICKUP - This subr_outine picks up the exchanged departments .from the 
temporary matrix and places them in the permanent matrix. It 
calls VALID@ 
" ., .. PERIM 
- This subroutine is a mechanism for the measuring and limiting 
IALPHA> -
OUTISP -
~patial dispersion of departments. 
This ~i_s the only FAP, -Fortran Assemby Program, in the entire program. It converts numeric to alphabetic infbrmation for printing out the spatial arrays. 
This_ subroutine is the mechanism for printing out the results 
of the VJ~rk --~-~-n~ ~y ~!J:~ 1 r_e,~t .. . oj. 1:!l~ prQg.ram,!!.. ·. • . ,,,-· ,, ....... - .r -.- -- ··-:- ·:~·-:--·-, . ..--,,;.··-- ·- .. -···· .•. . ......• ~ -. 
·- . . . --
. . - . ·-
Figure (12) 
., .•. CRAFT Pr~gram Subroutine Desc~iptiort 
" ' . 
-·.··-·· ... · ·-· 
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:Number of Iterations 
.. ·:-,: 
Figure (13) 
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.N ) N 
' ' 
cf +-C -
-L d ej y·fj + \ E df · Yej + d ef Yef. e 
. 1 . J j=l J= . 
,. 
~et J1Tef. = the change. in T resulti~g· from an exchange of depart-
,. 
If 
ments E and F·. 
;.· -
N N N .. 
.,L L 1: 6T - d yej + df .. Yf. d yfj - -ef • • ·.1 eJ J J eJ j=l j=l j=l 
.~ 
N 
E df. yej - 2 d Yef e"f . J ..... J=l ., 
Co~mpare 6Tef to the sign and magnitude of .,.the last LlT.ij found. 
Retain the larger positive value. Continue until all exchanges have 
been evaluated. 
4. If no positive /:lT .. exists go to step 6. If a positive 6T .. 
~1J· . 1J 
exists make the exchange corresponding to the largest + ll. T .. found· 1J . 
during step_3. Recompute D. Print the new relative.location pattern 
and associated cost and move identifying information. 
.U:· .. ~·-·, ', 
·\-.... - --. -r - .! ,•_•:•;, 
5. Go to step 3. 
6 • St,op, the optimum has been ~ched ~ · 
I. V 
:t· 
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• .. " A~:\,~·tated previotl§~y ,· CRAFT is an heuristic algorithm. 





"i.an optimum layout in not guaranteed, there are a number o~- disti}t 
advantages of CRAFT. 5 ·. 
.. 
.. r 




1~. The -~mputer program is able to ·evaluate a far·greater number 
• -- ' ,*/'--
. r:• 
,'f 
of :r.eda.tive l.ocation patterns than is humanly pos'sib_le. 
,- I <'l: U, 
~ ~ 2. the three basic inputs would have·~o be gathered arid 
-·~-
tabulated regardless·of the model to be ti~ed~ 
-!L-.·"· 
3 ~ One or mo·re departments can. be assigned a permanent location. 
The cost of constraint can easily be determined. 
4. Areas of un~qual siz~can easily be analyzed. 
5. ~ Generat-ing an optimum layout requires ,,approximately 2-3 
minut~s of computer time, subject of course to variattons 
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Deciding how many of an· item ·to ~"ake for inventory stock at one 
' time is one of. the most common and .. ~·spill- fr~qu~_ntly unresolved ques-
. . 1 . 
-
tions of. inventory management. Even though formulas for selecting 
.· . 
the ;optimum lot size are pr~sented in many i"ndustrial enginee-ring 
texts, few companies make any attempt to arrive at an explicit quan-
·- . :. titative balance of inventory and setup cos~s. Furthermore, there ~s 
been no emphasis on incorp(l)rating. the cost of material handling int9 
; ... _t,,·. 
the total cost equation. · In a total ~ystems concept the following 
cost equation would _be applicable. 
., 
-~' 
. ·r:tal Cost = Production Cost + Inventory Cost + Material Handling 
Mathematically this can be expressed as: 
n 











E j=l U· · V d lJ ij ij v--1· 
where·: · 
R. - yearly demand of item • - 1 1 
,; .,.. 
.Qi production lot • of item i - size 
A. - _setup and/or ordering GOSt of~- it-em--i· ------1 
,• . ..; 
C·. - uri"it cost of item • - 1 1 
" 
I = inventory carrying cost .per' year based on a. J!er.9_e·nj:_~ge of -
- - . 
--- - - ~ ··- - ----" '. - ,- - -
,. 
!· 
_ ···---~---~~~~~: .. ~--~, ·-~--~~-··· -····--···· _: ·_c···: __ _ ··: .. 1Hfif' .cost . . ... . ---·-· -- --- ,-· ... -·-· -- · · -·· -- -·- - . - - ..... ---~ .,-·· -l . . • . . 
' 
( 
... n = number of different i terns .j.,~,~, 
--·-···· t 
.. 
T~ remaining vari'ables uij, v iJ, dij, and N were· defined -in. 
Chapter IV. ' . ~ I J'" .,·' 
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... At the present- time there is no math'ematiGal expression which would .,, 
-· -~ .. ~ minimize the above equation. Although the v .. 's are constant, the. UiJ' 's . 1J . . . . n .· -
are··a function of.I: _!!. There is no way of exp.ressing /cth1,s relation-
i=l Qi / 
,··ship. in mathematical fonn. In addition, th.e dij '_ s ,are dependent upon 
-the specific relative location pattern ·being -evaluated. Thus, it i.s 
necessary to determine whether an adjustment in .the number of set:ups: 
:~~ 
...... 
fo·r· one or more .Products and/or just a change in relatit1e. :1ocat1on . 
• . \ 
· pattern will resu.lt in a. lowe·p. over-all cost .. Th}s ap;proach intro·duc.~s 
a formidable combi.ria.to.r.ial prob~~tJi <f.o.r which t·here·: is. ·no :algorithm 
" 
available in tl)e l.i.terat,ure· today .. 
· As· a result, an op.ttmum pq.lt9y: ·w.1.t .. h re:~.a:rd to invento:ry,; :product:ia.n 
' :setup, and rnat.erta.1 .h~nd:l~ng c:o.st·s cannot be determined at: :f.h.·t,s ·,time .. 
However, two prod.Qc·tio~ and inventory policies were $eleGt:e:d and 
'· . 
'the ef~.ect; .on: a1;1 e.~lsting jo·b s~op layolit was inv.e-sttgat~d. Spect-:· 
.., 
."fleally, two manufacturing .. policit:rs were: utili.z.ed in. de~ennining th·e. 
~· 
.. ' 
< n:wnbe.r of production· lots pe~· pa·rt; ~nd ·tnii.s the interdepartmental. 
flow matrix. For each policy an OJJ1;:1inµrn layout, and associa:te·d mate.ri.al 
handling cost were generated using the· CRAFT model. 
The job shp_p selected for· study was a Metal Piece Part Sho·p: ..• 
The shop manufactures parts for electro-mechanical and electronic 
.• 
~devices. At the time thi~ investigation was conducted there·~ere 660 
d~ffere:pt .: p:i.ec.~p.arts being. m.anufactw:ed~" 'I'he number o-f 'operat'ions -~er· 
·part ranged from 2· to 24, with an average of 5. The production 
.. 




··· ~ . 
Accounting Department. Manufacturing·layouts·, indicating the routing 
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.. 
i;-- < 
. ' .. sequence and. unit cost .were obtained from the Data Processing Organi\·-
zation. 
. 
The job shop is ··coinposed of 26 departments ... ,F .. igure (14) is a· list 
.. 
.! 
o·f. tne· departments along with their identifying: .lett_-e-r co.q~ ~nd area: 
• 
• '\,,·1 \ 
.- -v,.. 
requirements. S.ince CRAFT requires the overall shop ·area to be rec-$ • 
tangular two vaduo·us areas, C and Z were added. Figure (15). is the· \· 
. existing floor plan layout. Each departmental area is shown. by .it's ·__.. 
identifying letter code. The periphery ne·~d o.nly be: '.l'ndicate_d... .ia.c:h 
•. 
... 
lettered character repres,ents ·a un~t square· of 6lH ,x 6·!,;, and is ref:e·rre1i· 
to as a-, unit square. :A unit distance is ·then· 6l'·'., .. Figure (15) is the J-1;;. ,~ .. 
:S_pat:ia.t configuration for the CR.A.Fr model . .... 
a 
In order to determine the V lll:8,trix, the cost ·to· .move a unit load- a 
,. unit distance, it was· necessary to determine·a .s~tta.ble walking rate·. 
··' :' Work Factor (34) assumes a walking rate of 3 mi-le·s, per .hou.r .. However·., 
. . . . . ,,., 
for this particular qase it was felt that a diff"E~·rent: ··rat·e, be aJJjJ.l~_ed 
which would more C:losely approximate the prevailing conditlons. Material ' 
. 
' 
' .. \ is ~ransported by hand, carrying trays, or loading the trays on a wag.on, .. 
The average transporting distanc·e ts ~pproximately 75 fe~t and re·quiri~g-
·two 90_0 ·turns. ·"· Based on elenientai time· standards a walking rate of 2:.4 
·--inlles per-hour was developed. The cost to move a unit.load a unit dis-
~ 




























_,_no - -- - -- • - . • • , .• '·"!· ___ ....,_ - -=----":,,,~ ·:' • ---=~- ---"'~-,.-.-.. :----"1<-•--;---- -·-. • 
··:·-"----·-····rw~,,-~~-' ·--·· '"~~i-····-t-h·e-·-mate-ILia-1-·· ·handler· o·r"·,:·a:yc,u~f,_o.pera~of ~--~·aepericl.Ing'"on-··wh~~~t.r~n spo rt.ed . 
-:'·:".' :·i'_'"•· 
the material. · Figure (16) is the cost matrix in terms of 100 unit dis-
tances. Each value was multiplied by 100. so as to retain· 'si~-µ_i~'ica-;nt (/ 
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Four Slide (Artos) 
Vacuous -Area (Fixed Location). 
Punch Pre'sses · 
Milling Machines 
·~---/ ... . 
Broacbes · i 
ConP 




Screw Machines, Turret .Lathes 
Assembly and Bench Area 
Staircase (Fi:,ced location) 
'll;f Locker Room 
Electronic-Discharge Machine 







Definite .Order Shop 
Automatic Cutoff Machine 
,/ Inspection (Fixed· lDcation) 




·· t.igure ( 14) List of Department:~ 
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Figur.e (16) (Continued) 
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_The. spatial conf igu:ration and cost matri~ which- have been 
:}__ ,,. .. d~vel·oped are ind~pendent of the .ma.nuf~cturing policy __ • The interd~- · 
partmental flow matrix, U, h.owever is dependent on the inanufact·uring p ., • " 
.. 
. . pol.icy. The two mai:iufacturing policies, w"ill the ref or~ be described. 
.( I 
~ ',,,., '-• • .,, Policy 1 is the manufacturing .policy Jfrese.ntly being employed. All §J . 
. 
... ' 
operating de·partments manufacture on a monthly basi.s. That is,. tl'.t .. e.-
operating shop ls required to pr.oduce a specified quantity for ,.e.ach, 
part .. which must.be available at the. begtnning· of the subsequent montn. r · I 
,,,., .; Although this -n.i~y xiot be the optimum :pq;li.cy·· f.·or' the operating shop, 
·-the overall syst:em .. is opti-mized. T,he manner in which the parts are 
produced is dete~~irted by the operating ~epartment per~onrtel. For 
I. 
·,Policy 1 the numb.eir of lots for each part were obtained from the Payroll 
Organization. A rec·o.rd was :initiated as each lot was routed through 
'· 
. 
the shop and then plac·ed. in: .zff.nis'h:ed in.vep.tory .. P~e>cef3si.ng these·· 
·activity .records alon.g ·wi:th th:e ·ma.nufacturing layou-t:·~>·or ,,an IBM 1410 
~omputerJ the interde_p~1::r-emental flow matrix was ~btained, Figure (17) ,.. 
Policy 2 was '.base.<:} upon the minimization of producti.on setup .~nd 
·' 
inventory hold:ing: t~ost, A~pendix I. For each ,p.art the optimum riuiliber 
of s·et;111ls, and t.bus lots, we~e de!ermined. Combined with the. rilanufac-· 
turing layouts ·a seconcl .i·n.t.erdepartmental f~J>W .. !11:atrf_x, · F~gu-~e. (1_8.) ,· w·as -~· ~,- •. -~ ··-:~-.. ~_....,.-,~-·: ........ J - . . . 
.-'e" • - •' 
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°:Figure ( 17) Interdepa~tmental Flow Matrix - P·olii:c.y: '.l 
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-· The res"tilts of th·e first phase of the inve·stjgation are shown ·in . 
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. ·Table ··1· 
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... Summary of CRA1T - Phase 1 
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Aggregate Number of L·ots 
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Number of Computer Iteration · · 
Final Cost 
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·- $ 39 
7 .98%« 
· Figures (19) and (20) represent the optimum layout for Policies 
t. 
..,, 1 and 2,. respectively·. 
... 
As indiciated in Table 1, Policy· 2 resulted in an initial··redtict·ion 
of 64% in material handling costs. This is attributed to the fact that 
-~ 
the aggregate number of lots was decre~sed f:t_-QID 5..,400 to 2,300, -a 57%'-,· . ... -- -
-~eduction. This savings does not necessarily indicate th~t Policy 2 ·1s 
preferable. As it was infeasible to determine the production and inven-
-- . -- ---- -
.. -- - ·- .......... - - ·-··---· .... - - . ----· -
,,,., · -~-~-----t-;,;-ry-·--costs· for Policy· 1, :·k-- comparison of both policies on an overall 
- - ··-- - - - ---···· -· -- -- ... 
. . 
.: ... _:-. .-
- .·, ... - ·- . 
-.. 
. cost basis could riot be .made. 
~ 
. 
In analyzing the affect of botb manufacturing policies on the 
.. existing plant layout, im'provements of only .10.23% and 7 .98% for· 
. ,- ' .. - . : --~. - ' 
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Policies 1 .and 2, respectively, could be realized.' 
" 
,· 
In the second phase, the optimum layout 1-or one manµfact1:1ring 
~olicy along with the interdepartmental flow matrix of the second were 
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VII. CONCLUSIONS .. 
The purpose of·· .. this st·udy was to investigate the relationship 
bet-ween· manufacturing policies··- an_d plant layout in a job shop. The· 
>'\ • 
. results, Table 1, indicate that an optimum layout based on one manu-






_/ manufacturing pi>~icy. However, from Table 2_,- the magnitude of percent 
'\ 
deviation when interchanging optimum layouts and manufacturing policies 
tends to indicate a relationshiip of independence ·between the two. This· 
seems plausible since the basic relationship· of. departme-nts ts based 
on the routing sequ~nce of the pa:.rts- :to be manufactured, which is 
predetermined. The manufacturing policy, in.determining the lot size, .I 
establishes a numerical value for department relationships. 
The a"U:thor, however, is: h¢sitant in making any categorical 
state~ent regarding the relationship of manufacturing policy and 
optimum plant layout. Perhaps "job shop" character,istics or type of 
product manufactured. have a significant inf iuence on plant, layout. 
Before cone luding, then, that one plant layout can be optimum, or nea~ 
optimum (within acceptable limits) for all ma·nufacturing policies, 
additional research and investigation in this area is nece$sary .. 
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l._ ' VI.II._ RECOMME~DATIONS F?J FUT~_E STUDY 
.. -- ~- -- ··-1 . In invest·igating the· relationship between. manufacturing 
."!' policies and·· plant"' layout in a job shop, only two different policies 
~ ,. 
were employed. Perhaps an increase in the number of manufac~urifig 
policies ill'Vestigated would yield additional information regarding' P I 
.. 
the relationship. 
2o The in:terdepartmental flow matrices were based on deterministic 
demand. Stochastic properties of demand should be accounted for and. 
sensitivity of optimum layout changes analyzed. 
3. Reference was made to ±he three major costs: production 
setup, inventory holding, and material handling costs. The author 
w·~s un~ble to find any algorithm, in the literat\Ire, which would 
minimize the sum of these three costs. The formulation of such 
an algorithm would .certainly be beneficial. 
4. The principles of relative location are independent of a 
particular system or process. The rela t'l ve location problem, there- -. 
fore, has equal application in such activities as offices, cafeterias, 
hosp1tals, _libraries, and supermarkets. The criterion, however, may 
,, 
be modified as warranted by the system under investigation. That is, 
--
. ----· j • 
. for cafeterias and/or supermarkets.the criterion might be the mini-
mization of time customers spend-in the system. Investigation into 
. t 
. ' 
-~--- ... ,, 
··a~ 
•. - - :.. - ----·- . -- -----,- - -
••- -••••- ---- • _,s -- -· --·,·- -- -.· .:•,. 0 
-·· 0 0 
•-
· _ ... : .... th.e.se. ot.he'r .... a:rea~ .appears· to--be- fruitful·;··---·- -- ---
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.. APPENDIX I .. 
Total Cost 
= Production Setup Cost -+' Inventory Holding Cost 
where: 
n _·,, . 
TC :i: L 
i=l 








Ai = setup and/or ordering cost of ii·.~111, i. 
c1 = unit cost of item i 
c·. · I 
l. 
:-~-:. .. . -: .. .;.. 
I= Inventory carrying cost per year based on a J)ercentage 
of unit cost (1=27%) 
n = number of items. 
Different-iating the above equation w'ith respect to Qi, and equating 
to zero: 
Solving for optimum Qi~: 
..;. _· '.'. ~- .. . ·------- ---,- ,, ,- -,,··:··- ;.- ....... , .. ':" ... , .. -, .......... -: ... - . • -,</ •• - • 
. _The optimum number of lots is: 
+ 
' 2 A. R. 
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Optimum number of lots-for each item and interdepartmental flow matrix 
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